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SAR School Referral
Program
1.

Am I eligible?
Any school or organization that has a BARI
trained individual, a full kit of SAR
equipment, and is actively conducting official
SAR curriculum (per training) is eligible*.

2. How can my school
participate?
If you are an active SAR school, simply
contact neighboring schools who you think
might be interested in SAR. If you are
interested in participating in SAR, contact an
active school to learn more and help them
gain free equipment in the process.

3. How does the program
work?
Active SAR schools promote SAR to
uninvolved schools. If the new referred
school becomes BARI trained and obtains a
full set of SAR equipment, the referral
school gets free equipment.

4. What are the free
equipment choices?
Choice of 1 Embark Rifle or 3 Tins of
Journey Pellets or 1 Target Holder.

5. Is there a limit on referrals?
Refer as many as you want! For every
school you refer that obtains a kit and
implements SAR curriculum, you receive
free equipment.

6. Am I required to have any
SAR equipment?

Steps to Referral Success
1. Confirm eligibility
2. Contact a neighboring school
who might be interested in
SAR
3. Share SAR information with
school contact, answer
questions they have
4. Explain to school contact SAR
promotions and make sure
they know to list you as a
referral when they are BARI
trained
5. Ensure school becomes BARI
trained and obtains a full SAR
equipment kit
6. Select your free equipment
(1 Embark Rifle or 3 Tins of
Journey Pellets or 1 Target
Holder) for referring a new
school
7. Follow through with SAR
contact at a later date to offer
any assistance regarding
SAR implementation in their
school

To refer a school, you must be active with a
full set of SAR equipment (see #1).

7.

How do I find out more?
Contact SAR at 314-337-1SAR (1727), or by email at info@studentairrifeprogram.org.

*SAR will make final determination on eligibility

